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Social Implications of the Epidemic, Social 
Distancing and the “New Norm”
Lesser people on the road
and the flocking of people 
in the cyberspace –
attractive hunting ground 
for cyber criminals.
More online transactions: 
a better chance to hide 
illegitimate and fraudulent 
transactions
More activities on social 
media – a perfect platform 
for launching phishing 
attacks.
Rise of emotions and 
curiosity – a cause for 
disinformation
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Issue #1: Identities and Identification
Need to identify all the participants 
in the remote T&L
Need to identify any 3rd Party 
involved and their roles
Need to protect personal data of 
people involved
Precaution on children protection 
laws
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Identify who owns the materials? 
Do’s and the Don’ts of property right
Define the scope of Licenses
Specific issues of IPR: Copyright, Trade 
Mark, Patent, Confidential Info
Classify data & information
Issue #2: Materials and Properties
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Issue #3: Terms of Use of 
Remote Learning
Design clear Term of Use
Acceptable Use Policy




NECESSARY TO CHECK THE APPLICABILITY OF SEVERAL LAWS:
– Education in general (Law No. 20/2003 UUSPN)
– Contract in general (KUHPerdata)
– Electronic Transactions (Law No. 11/2008 UU-ITE)
– Offensive Content (Law No. 11/2008; Law No. 44/2008 UUP; KUHP)
– Consumer Protection (Law No. 8 /1999 UUPK)
– Intellectual Property (Law No. 28/2014 UUHC; Law No. 15/2001 UUM)
– Personal Data Protection (Law No. 11/2008; PDP Law*)
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